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(Channeling begins)

Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
Alright. We are working vibrationally with quite a few energies building up to what I might call a
very strong close of the year. 2009 has been a very, very powerful time period and as we gear into
the energies, you are going to be finding that stresses, even minor stresses, are stronger now.
Brain imbalances and chemistry imbalances are more prominent.
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Essentially this is a time for the energies of Peace, Sisterhood, Brotherhood, all kinds of energies
that would just blend out the confusion, congestion and overwhelm.
So Sisterly and Brotherly Love vibrationally can be produced from within the consciousness, and I
would suggest that you use a balance of colors that are rainbow related. So we are going to work
with, actually the prominent color, a yellow, Third Ray yellow, but kind of more towards the pastel
realm. Then we are going to work with a kind of pink red color, not as red as the rainbow, a little
more toward the pink range and again pastel. Then an orange color. Then add to this mix a little
bit of blue and green and violet.
And just fill the aura, again primarily with a pale yellow color and then little flecks of other rainbow
particles in it, however that best works for you to imagine. And then if you feel as though you want
some sort of a metallic shimmer into that or a luminescent color, then you would work with either a
silver or a gold or even a kind of bronze shimmer added to that. And many of you are going to
want that kind of effervescent or luminescent energy as it is more attuned to what we call the
higher rays.
Alright. So keep the energies as calm as you possibly can. Take some time out for yourself to rest
a little bit, away from commotion and activities. Even if it is 10 seconds that you take just for
yourself to close your eyes and breathe, just that 10 seconds is going to be quite helpful.
As always, thank you and my love to you,
Djwhal Khul
Channeled by Rev. Terri Newlon
www.TerriNewlon.com
(Spirituality Article, Transcribed by Micheline Ralet)
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